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The LHCb experiment

The LHCb at LHC
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The LHCb detector
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An event display

LHCb designed to study B mesons

Forward spectrometer 

good vertex, momentum resolution, PID

Flexible and robust trigger
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First period of data 

The physics program does not suffer much 
for running at E = 3.5 TeV 

Collected ~37 pb-1 during 2010



LHCb Physics objectives
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New Physics (NP) introduces new particles at higher energy scale that enter 
in the loop processes and can modify the SM predictions of observable 

FCNC

Bs phase of the mixing: βs

Rare Decays: BR(Bs→μμ), AFB(B→K*μμ)

BR(Bs(d)→μμ)

BR(D→μμ)

LFV: B →μe

D phase of the mixing: ΦD

CKM ‘precision’ measurements

Compare two measurements of the same quantity sensitive and not to the NP 
(tree vs loop)

γ  : B(s)→ D(s)K, B(s)→hh



The importance of Bs⟶μμ
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• In generic 2HDM-II (where different Higgs fields contribute to u(d)-quarks), the BR is 

proportional to  tan4!, (the ratio of Higgses vacuum expectations values):

• In the MSSM (with R-parity), diagrams including charginos has a higher dependence 

with tan! than the 2HDM, and the BR is proportional to tan6!:
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with "q = mq/mb << 1 and m"/mB << 1. Hence if CS,P are of 

the same order of magnitude than CA they dominate by far.

! This decay is very sensitive to New Physics with new scalar and/or pseudoscalar
interactions.  

! Highly interesting to probe models with extended Higgs sector!

Very rare decay (FCNC+helicity suppress)

BR(Bs→μμ) = (3.35+-0.32) 10-9 (SM)

High sensitivity to NP with new scalar or 
pseudoscalar interactions (i.e MSSM)

BR  ∝ tan6 β

Current limits by Tevatron:

BR < 3.6 10-8 @ 90% CL (CDF 3.7 fb-1) 

BR < 4.2 10-8 @ 90% CL (D0 6.1 fb-1) 

LHCb performance

High efficient trigger 

Good muon identification, mass resolution, 
vertex capabilities

Estimations to we could surpass current 
limit with 50-70 pb-1

2x10-8 

5x10-9 

1x10-8 

SM-like 



LHCb searches: characteristics

Search of rare (and ‘forbidden’) decays:

BR(Bs(d)→μμ), Bs →μe

Common characteristics:

A tiny signal in a large background

After trigger and a ‘soft’ selection we expect 19 Bs→μμ events per fb-1 for the SM BR!

And ~12 k bb→μμX semileptonics as the dominant bkg for the Bs→μμ

Some advantages:

We know where to search: invariant mass of the resonances

Bs mass 5366 MeV with resolution 22 MeV (MC)

We can use other B decays to model the signal

Bs(d)→hh

And the background!

The sidebands of the Bs→ μμ candidates!
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LHCb searches: strategy

Rather common approach

Similar to the searches for Bs→μμ performed for at CDF, D0

A 3(2) dimensional search space:

Invariant mass 

Combine several discriminant geometrical variables

Use of MVA methods, GL (Geometrical Likelihood)

Particle identification

Not needed at this stage, the main bkg is: double semileptonics decays: bb→μμ X

Normalize to a decay with known BR

i.e: BR(B+→ J/ψK+) =   (5.98+-0.20) 10-5

Divide the plane mass, GL plane in bins

Blind the sensitive region (SR) till the analysis is a robust state

Estimation of the background and signal in the SR in each bins

Compute the limit using CLs method (n-bins counting experiments)

Or the discovery with 1-CLb 8

Geometry 

Invariant Mass 

PID  



Discrimination using TMVA

An example: Bs→μμ: using TMVA: NN
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Geometry: GL and the Δχ2  method

The  Δχ2 method

Idea: transform the signal and bkg initial distributions into a n-dimensional 
gaussian
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D.Karlen, Computers in Physics Vol 12, N.4, Jul/Aug 1998 .

D. Martínez Santos, J. A. Hernando, F. Teubert. LHCb-PUB-2007-033. 

xi

Si

Bi

OS

OB

✓ OS,OB transformations:

OS(signal) gaussian distributed

✓ Use Δχ2 as discriminant

Δχ2 = χ2S - χ2B            χ2S = Σ S2i   χ2B = Σ B2i

✓ Uniform Δχ2

Geometrical axis of: ‘GL’ a MVA that combine several variables 

We are currently using a Δχ2 method



The Δχ2  method (I)

Gaussianization:

transform into unifrom, them into gaussian
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11 Geometrical Likelihood Definition990

editor: Jose, Giampi, Diego991

992

The GL is a combination of several discriminant variables, related to the geometry993

of the events, into a single one. Sect. 11.1 describes the mathematical method to per-994

form the combination of the variables. Sect. 11.2 discusses the variables combined into995

the GL, as well as an extended version (hereafter GLK) which includes also kinematical996

information). The GL is defined using a sample having the properties of the signal and a997

sample which has the properties of the background. In this analysis, we use MC simula-998

tion to generate these definition samples. The discrepancies observed between data and999

MC in IP distributions [?] and in general in the properties of signal decays [?] may a!ect1000

the performance of the GL but not the exactitude of the result as the GL distribution1001

is going to be extracted from B0
(s) ! h+h! in data (see Sect. 13). Sect. 11.4 uses the1002

MC smearing technique described in 9.2.1 to evaluate the e!ect on the performace due to1003

these di!erences, and to redefine the GL in order to achieve a better agreement between1004

data and MC.1005

For MC studies of the performance of the GL, the signal and the background samples1006

are split in two: one for the definition of the GL (GLK) and another for testing its perfor-1007

mance. This is done to ensure that the method is tested in a sample that is independent1008

from the definition one and thus unbiased for performance evaluation. When applying1009

the GL on data, there is no reason to not use the full MC statistics, hence all the MC1010

signal and background will be used for GL definition in the analysis of real data.1011

11.1 Mathematical Method to Combine Correlated Variables1012

The following method [31] [27] [33] is used to build a variable that combines information1013

related to the geometry and kinematics of the event, taking correlations into account. For1014

a given set of N variables, the procedure is the following:1015

• Each of the variables, Xi, is transformed into a Gaussian distributed variable (cen-1016

tered at 0 and with ! = 1), Gi. A convenient way to do this is first transform Xi1017

into a uniform distributed variable Ui via the cummulative function:1018

Ui(Xi) =

! Xi

Ximin "(x"
i)dx"

i! Ximax

Ximin "(x"
i)dx"

i

(58)

Where " represents the probability density function of the input variable. The1019

Gaussian variable Gi is obtained just using the inverse error function:1020

Gi =
"

(2)Erf!1(2Ui(Xi)" 1) (59)

The advantages of using those Gaussian distributions are:1021
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56‘decorrelate’ and re-gaussianize

rotate to the symmetry axis and gaussianize again



The Δχ2  method (II)

Do the transformation for signal and background
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Compute and uniformize Δχ2



The GL 

Input variables: DOCA, IPS(mu), IP(B), PT(B), isolation,...
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Comparison GL with other TMVA methods
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Figure 19: Performance of GLK and set of other multivariate methods. The X axis
shows the e!ciency, and the Y axis the rejection. Blue squares: GLK, Open stars: BDT.
Short Dashed: PDERS-PCA. Violet triangles: Fisher Discriminant. Red cyrcles: Best
performant NN.Green dashed line: Support Vector Machine.Orange solid line: RuleFit.
Open crosses: less performant NN. Filled Cyan histogram: FDA-SA

comparison done in identical conditions



GL vs mass plane
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Divide the GL and mass plane in bins 

Blind the sensitive region (GL> 0.5 and B mass in 60 MeV window)

Normalize the number of signal events to a decay with known BR

Estimate the number of background and signal events per bin using the data 
itself: control channels and signal candidates in the sidebands

9 E!ciencies and systematic uncertainties662

editors Johannes, Gaia663

The B0
s ! µ+µ! branching ratio will be computed as

BR = BRcal "
!REC
cal !SEL|REC

cal !TRIG|SEL
cal

!REC
sig !SEL|REC

sig !TRIG|SEL
sig

" fcal

fB0
s

"
NB0

s"µ+µ!

Ncal
, (14)

as discussed in section 4, where the total e!ciency is separated in three factors:664

• !REC is the e!ciency to reconstruct all the tracks of the decay including the geo-665

metrical acceptance of the detector;666

• !SEL|REC is the e!ciency to select the events which have been reconstructed;667

• !TRIG|SEL is the e!ciency of the trigger on reconstructed and selected events.668

In this chapter, the determination of the three e!ciency factors is discussed for the669

three normalization channels.670

9.1 Ratio of acceptance and reconstruction e!ciency671

The probability that all the tracks in the final state are inside the LHCb acceptance672

depends on the phase space of these tracks. The charged particles may not traverse673

su!cient detector layers to be found by the track finding algorithms, mainly because674

the magnetic field introduces a cut-o" at low momentum. Track finding algorithms are675

also sensitive to occupancy, which is poorly described by the MC simulation. Thus, two676

approaches are pursued:677

• the e!ciency ratio can be determined solely from the simulation. Remaining di"er-678

ences between data and simulation can then be used to assign a systematic uncer-679

tainty;680

• the e!ciency ratio can also be estimated by considering another ratio of control681

channels in data, in order to probe explicitly the e!ciency for reconstructing an682

extra track in the final state.683

Both approaches are discussed in the following, the determination from the simulation684

will have a smaller overall uncertainty and will hence be used for the normalization factor.685

The e!ciency ratio determined from data will be used as cross-check.686

9.1.1 Determination from MC687

To determine the reconstruction e!ciency from simulation, two terms have to be eval-688

uated: the generator level acceptance and the reconstruction e!ciency. The generator689

level acceptance is defined as the fraction of final state tracks that are inside the LHCb690

32

Signal 
bb ! !!X 

Mass Bs→KK, Bs→µµGL MCMC



GL vs mass plane
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       mass distribution

              (sidebands)

       GL distribution

              (sidebands)

       mass distribution

              (Bs(d)→hh)

       GL distribution

              (Bs(d)→hh)

to be shown soon...

Divide the GL and mass plane in bins 

Blind the sensitive region (GL> 0.5 and B mass in 60 MeV window)

Normalize the number of signal events to a decay with known BR

Estimate the number of background and signal events per bin using the data 
itself: control channels and signal candidates in the sidebands
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Setting limits (or discovery)

Using the CLs method (modified frequentist approach)

robust: it does not provide an exclusion in the region where the experiment 
has no sensitivity

common method in HEP (LEP, FNL) 
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Characteristics:

test-statistics: the likelihood ratio of s+b over b hypothesis of the event

Consider each bin as an independent experiment. The events in each bin follow a 
Poisson distribution for the s+b and b only hypothesis

Consider the statistical and systematical errors of the signal and background estimation 

! !1 !2 (90 %) !1 !2 (95 %)

0 0 2.44 0. 3.09

1 0.11 4.36 0.05 5.14

2 0.53 5.91 0.36 6.72

3 1.10 7.42 0.82 8.25

4 1.47 8.60 1.37 9.76

Consider an experiment with N events, and ! of then fall in a given

bin x, therefore the probability will be p = !/N with the CL of the pro-

bability will be (!1/N, !2/N). Another experiment that will yield also N

events we can expect the distributions to be binomial distributed accordin-

gly binomial(r,N, p) where r is the number of expected events.

1.1. CLs method

test statistics:

X = !2ln

!"
i poisson(di|si + bi)"

i poisson(di|bi)

#

CLs+b = ps+b =

$ !

XO

"s+b(X)dX

CLb = 1! pb =

$ !

XO

"b(X)dX

CLs =
Cs+b

CLb
=

ps+b

1! pb
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Expectations according with MC

Estimation of the LHCb limits

Consider we observe the expected background events

Scan the BR for a given luminosity till the observation has CLs = 0.10

Estimation of the discovery

Consider we observe the expected signal + background events

Scan the BR for a given luminosity till the observation has 1-CLb = (3 or 5 sigmas)
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Discovery comparison with other methods

Study of other methods to measure the BR

cut based, CLs method, unbinned likelihood fit s+b 

Similar results for measuring BR in toys MCs

19
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Estimate statistical and systematics errors on the expected signal and 
background for each bin

Errors in the signal and background pdf

Errors in the normalization factor:

bkg sig

Introduce the errors in the computation of the CLs as nuisance parameters
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9 E!ciencies and systematic uncertainties662

editors Johannes, Gaia663

The B0
s ! µ+µ! branching ratio will be computed as

BR = BRcal "
!REC
cal !SEL|REC

cal !TRIG|SEL
cal

!REC
sig !SEL|REC

sig !TRIG|SEL
sig

" fcal

fB0
s

"
NB0

s"µ+µ!

Ncal
, (14)

as discussed in section 4, where the total e!ciency is separated in three factors:664

• !REC is the e!ciency to reconstruct all the tracks of the decay including the geo-665

metrical acceptance of the detector;666

• !SEL|REC is the e!ciency to select the events which have been reconstructed;667

• !TRIG|SEL is the e!ciency of the trigger on reconstructed and selected events.668

In this chapter, the determination of the three e!ciency factors is discussed for the669

three normalization channels.670

9.1 Ratio of acceptance and reconstruction e!ciency671

The probability that all the tracks in the final state are inside the LHCb acceptance672

depends on the phase space of these tracks. The charged particles may not traverse673

su!cient detector layers to be found by the track finding algorithms, mainly because674

the magnetic field introduces a cut-o" at low momentum. Track finding algorithms are675

also sensitive to occupancy, which is poorly described by the MC simulation. Thus, two676

approaches are pursued:677

• the e!ciency ratio can be determined solely from the simulation. Remaining di"er-678

ences between data and simulation can then be used to assign a systematic uncer-679

tainty;680

• the e!ciency ratio can also be estimated by considering another ratio of control681

channels in data, in order to probe explicitly the e!ciency for reconstructing an682

extra track in the final state.683

Both approaches are discussed in the following, the determination from the simulation684

will have a smaller overall uncertainty and will hence be used for the normalization factor.685

The e!ciency ratio determined from data will be used as cross-check.686

9.1.1 Determination from MC687

To determine the reconstruction e!ciency from simulation, two terms have to be eval-688

uated: the generator level acceptance and the reconstruction e!ciency. The generator689

level acceptance is defined as the fraction of final state tracks that are inside the LHCb690
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Conclusions

LHCb detector is a ingood shape, its performance is close to the one expected 
from MC and we are entering in an era of competitive results with FNL

Some of the key analysis of LHCb involve searches, one of the most important 
is the measurement of the BR(Bs→μμ) and we could improve the limit set by 
CDF with >50 pb-1

First results of BR(Bs→μμ) to be presented in the winter conferences 2011

The Bs→μμ search strategy in LHCb is based on

In a binned plane where one axis in the mass and the other a ‘geometrical 
likelihood’ GL

For the GL we use the  Δχ2 method (a MVA method)

We use a blind technique

To set the limit in BR (or to claim evidence or discovery) we use the CLs method
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